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Summary 

The injector fcr tile Stanford Two-Mile Licear 
Accelerator has been dcsicncd tc achieve zp%irr.i;m 
blnching, optimum beam cpi,j.cc and flexible opera- 
tional. contrcl of beam yarameters. A test injector 
has achieved :-degree bunching and ICC-%c-cm area 
in thi: x-px Flane. 

Description 

The SLAC Injector !Fi&. 1: is a single-sec,Uion 
linear accelerator cor?sistini: of the follc~wing com- 
panents: 

An eleCtroIl gun. -. 

2. A prebuncher ctnsisting of a velncity mod- 
111ai,ic,rl cavity. 

:!. A bunchlrig section with phase velocjty 
equal to j/L the vcl?city of light, c. 

4 . A ten-foe; long constant gradient acceler- 
ator sc,ction witt velocity equal t.o the velocity 
cf llgllt. 

5. A focusing solenoid (surrounding :he burl- 
cher and the accelerator) and associated Lenses a:?d 
steering dipoles. 

5. A bunt? monitor end other beam monitoring 
eqllipment .I 

The beart of ijO kcV electrons from the electron 
~,:2n is initially bunched bjr the cavity prebunchcr, 
is further bmc:?ec arld accelerated to 250 keV in a 
l~>cm-lcng traveling wave buncher, and then enters 
the IO-foot- long accelerator section in which it i; 
still further bimched to a 3-degree phase interval 
and accelerated to 30 MeV. 

Design Requirements 

The prime objectives of the SLAC Injectcr de- 
sign are achievement of optimum bunching at-id beam 
optics, ar.d maximm flexibility and reliabi1it.y of 
operation. The bunch size is important sir.ce i+, 
s::Ls the I;ltimate limit on the narrowness of the 
er.erg:y spectrum which can be achieved with th& twc- 
mile accelerator. A bread spectrum both rerhlces 
the r.umber cf useable electrons for manjr experi- 
ments and increases the radiaticn background which 
these experiments must discriminate against. Thi, 
ccntriblltion of the bunch size to ;he energy spec- 
trum of ar otherwise perfect accelerator kas b<,en 
se!. a: 0.1%. Fcr optimlum phasing of the in?ector 
relative to the rest of the accelerator, the r-la- 
tive energy spectrum is given by 

AE 62 
-= 1. - cos g=T E 

where 0 1~ tile bunch .l.ength in ra'iians. For a 0.1% 

*Worlc SllFportad by ihe IJ.S. Atomic Energy Comm. 

spectrum, a j-degree bu:rch lc reqllir?d. 

The maximun curreri& at w!licll i he tw:'-mi --t ac- 
celcrator can rm routjnely may be s-t, k'y the rad- 
iatjon alc3g the lengtil of l-he acct15rator, anti c-'n- 
sequently by the beam optics rather than ty th? 
maximum current :1x ilijec1.i-1, call deliver. The s~ec- 
ification for beam loss is that Lhe power radiated 
due 'cc beam interceptior jn eack: of the 30 sector.; 
(3?0-foot-long modjJle of tls accelerator) shall n.,t 
exceed 3.1s or the naxinum beam power at :he end c:P 
the accoleratcr. From this i:, follows that &$ tif 
the clurrent from the injector musz reach rhe erd s::?' 
the two-milt accelerator whee tk.e accelerator is 
run at full beam pcwer. Since the energy of the 
beam increases along ihe accclcraLcr, the currEnt 
lost per sectcr must decrease, talf of the inter- 
cepted current being intercepted in the first sec- 
tor. The admittance (define& here as fir x p, a: 
beam mlcimjJn) of tile accelerator is determined by 
the admittar.ce of the first sector and I:: abru: 0.1 
mc-cm. 

Fl.exible operation of tllia in,jcczcr is manda- 
tory for g3od utilization of ztlc bean from t;it ac- 
celeraior. A Iricdc g,ul pe1mit.s the bear1 currint 
an3 pulse lcn~th tz, be -elected on a pillse-ti-pl:lc;r, 
basis from any of the three preset levels. 7ach cf 
the three preset p-else lengths can by con+inu:)usly 
varied frorL 0.02 tc 2.2 pisec, and, similarly, each 
current le\rel can be varied from 0.031 to 1.0 ,amp?P-:. 
In addition the energy of th:, acccleratcr bear:] can 
be varied fram pulse tr; pulse by switching klys;rcr,s 
beyond the, injector in and o1.L of tirr.e with thr bear.. 
These features &lernl%t carrying cn several expcri- 
ments simultaneously. They alsc enable tl-.c opc2ra- 
tor tc set up a new bean. at a low repetition ra:e 
while a previous experjnent is using most of the 
pulses. 

3esc rcquirec.eilts are x~i'lcct~~d in the sp< c - 
ifications presented in Table I. The kl~ystron 
driving the injectcr will be conser%ra;ively run at 
l/2 tc 2/3 ful.1. powtr to improve it:: life and rcs- 
Ilability. To further improve reliability, a ctanii- 
3y klystrcn and klys t.,--OX mvili..lator will bi. in,stallcc 
A -waveguide "switcn," consisting of' two 3-db hybrid: 

and a hl-brid phase shifter in t'ne conliguraticr: 
commonly usid f3r variable directional col,plers, 
will Fe installed. 'dhen zhe phase stifter is moved 
103 degrees, the power f'rom l,l;e szandby klysir:~n i.; 
delivered t.0 tht- a,zcrLi>rzj.cir and power frc-n th5 
&her is dissipated in a dlimm:: >.oed. 

Euncher Cesi 'n 

The buncher design concept Is one suyglste3 by 
LichtenbergzJ3 32 matching ths lorgitudinal phase 
space emittancc k,f a prebunci-.er to t.he admlt:arici, 
cf ';he accelerator wi:h a quarter-wave tran,fcn?er. 'c 
Consider l.hr fc.ll.ow~:~;~:: 
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TABLE I 

INJECTOR SPECIFICATIONS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Klystron Peak Power 
Power to prebuncher 
Power to buncher (vp = 0.75~) 
Power to accelerator 

Beam Radius 

Radial Phase Space (nr X p,) 

Bunch Length (80% of Accelerator Current) 

Phase Coherence of Bunches 

Resolution of Bunch Monitor 

Loaded Beam Energy 

Unloaded Beam Energy 

Energy Spectruma) 

Peak Beam Current 
Short pulses 
Long pulses, typical operation b) 
Long pulses, maximum capability 

Allowable Current Variation 
Within pulse 
Pulse-to-pulse 

Current Pulse Length 

Repetition Rates 

Multiple Beam Capability 

12 Mw 
= 1 kW 
= 0.4 IN 
10.5 Mw 

0.5 cm 

3 X lo-' mc-cm 

5 degrees 

+ 5 degrees - 
1 degree 

30.7 MeV (at 0.09 ampere) 

34.1 MeV 

2 3% 

1 ampere 
0.09 ampere 
0.45 ampere 

i 0.5s 
+ 0.75% 

Adjustable within a range 
of 0.02 to 2.1 psec 

1, 60, 120, 183, 240, 300, 
and 360 pps 

Three interlaced beams with 
independently adjustable pulse 
length and current 

Beam loading partially compensated by early injection. 
10s beam loading. - 

1. A prebuncher whose emittance can be ap- 
proximated by an erect* ellipse with a momentum 
extent of p, and phase extent O1; 

2. An accelerator whose admittance for the 
desired final bunch can be represented by an erect 
ellipse p, by cp,; and 

plot cf momentum against phase, an electron traces 
out a closed path which is an erect ellipse. Elec- 
trons with differing initial values trace cut con- 
centric, linearly-scaled ellipses. 

3. An intermediate traveling wave structure, 
or buncher, which can be characterized by the fact 
tha: a particle performing phase oscillations with 
a maximum phase excursion of 'pa will have a max- 
imum momentum excursion pa. 

The problem is to find the essential properties of 
the buncher so that it will transform the prebunch- 
er emi:tance ellipse into the accelerator accept- 
ance ellipse. 

It has been shown by a number of authors4" 
than an electron bound to a wave with constant 
phase velocity less than the velocity of light os- 
cillates in phase and alsc, of course, in momentum. 
For reasonably small oscillations and fieldstrengths 
the equaziors can be linearized, and the cscilla- 
iions in phase and in momentum are sinusoidal and 
in quadrature with each other. Consequently, in a 

*Ey "erect" we mean that the principal axes of 
the ellipse are parallel with the p and cp axes, 
respectively. 

The function of the buncher is presented 
graphically on the momentum-phase plane in Fig. 2. 
The coorCinate system chosen is one in which the 
electron in the middle of the bunch is at rest. 
The ellipse labeled "prebuncher emittance" with 
principal semi-axes p, and 'p, encloses the initial 
conditions of all electrons considered to be with- 
in the bunch. The ellipse labeled "accelerator 
admittance" with semi-axes p, and 'p, encloses the 
desired end points of all electrons in the bunch. 
The dashed lines represent electron orbits in the 
buncher which will map initial points a, b, c, d, 
and e, within the prebuncher emittance into points 
a', b', c', d', and e' in the accelerator admlt- 
tance. The crbits are segments of concentric sim- 
ilar ellipses. If Pa/Pa is the ratic of the semi- 
axes of the orbit ellipses within the buncher, 
then to map points a and c tc a' and c', p,/"F, 
must satisfy the condition 
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Since the transformation maps a Point on the cp axis ing the derivatives of the envelope of the Fourier 
onto a point on the P axis, the buncher must be current amplitudes with the standard definition of 
(2n+l)/li- phase oscillations long. Similarly, in the moment of a distributicn. One finds that the 
order to maP b and d into b' and d', p,/(p, must nth harmonic current can be expanded in a Taylor 
sa:isfy series whose coefficients are the moments of the 

P charge distribution 
cp- = " P. (3) 2 kJ J. 2 

From Eqs. (2) and (3) the conditions for the map- Km boY (6) 
ping are found to be 

and 

F3’93 = P1(P1 (4) where b is the m th moment of the charge distribu- 
tion and ujo is 2n x 2856. 

n pp\ A- 
I 

13. 
CF- ‘p(P 

2 13 

From the linear nature of the mapping it follows 
that the entire prebuncher emittance is mapped into 
the accelerator admittance. Equation (4) requires 
the areas of the two ellipses to be equal. Equa- 
tion (5) is analogous to the conditicn on the im- 
Pedance of a quarter-wave matching transformer in 
transmission line theory. The buncher orbit ellip- 
ticity p&m is the analog of the transformer im- 
Pedance, whl e the .il ellipticity of prebuncher emit- 
tance pl/v,,and the ellipticity of accelerator ad- 
mittance p31/q3 are analogs of the input and output 
impedances, respectively. 
the geometric mean of pi/'p, 

T'ne ratio p,/(p, must be 
and p,/'p,. 

In the buncher design for the present injector 
the buncher approximately doubles the momentum 
spread while reducing the phase spread by a factor 
of about 2. 

The phase velocity of the wave in the buncher 
is c.75 c, the field strength 25 kV/cm and the 
buncher length (l//4 phase oscillation) 413 Ag. 
The mean velocity of the electrons entering the 
buncher is 0.5 c and is 0.75 c leaving the buncher. 
Thus the buncher accelerates the electrons as well 
as transforming the ratio of the momentum extent :o 
the phase extent. The phase velocity in the accel- 
erator 5s c and the field strength is 120 kV/cm. 

Bunch Monitor 

Since the bunch size is one of the most impor- 
tant beam parameters, and since the bunch is formed 
in the injector and remains substantially constant 
in size throughout the rest of the accelerator, it 
is desirable tc measure the bunch size at the end 
of the injector. T'nis makes possible an evaluation 
cf bunching independent of the operation of the 
rest of the accelerator. The function of the bunch 
monitor is to provide a signal which is simply re- 
lated to bunch size, enabling an operator to op- 
timize bunching. It is desirable that the bunch 
monitor should neither intercept nor degrade the 
bunching or optics of the beam. A bunch monitor 
nas been designed which should fJlfil1 these ob- 
jectives. It samples the harmonic content of the 
electron beam at the fundamental frequency, 2856 
Nc/sec, and at the fifth harmonic by means of a 
Pair 'of cavities. The difference between the power 
from the two cavities is proportional to the square 
cf ;he bunch length. This can be shown by compar- 

The full bunch width in radians is most rea- 
sonably defined as 

9=2JQllo. (7) 

With appropriate choice of coordinates, p.,, vanish=, 
so for nB << 1 

(nej2 InXIol- 8 
( j 

. (8) 

This is easily yrerified for simple charge distri- 
butions, but it Fs true regardless of bunch shape 
within the limits of the approximation. 

The power from each of the two cavities will 
be detected, the difference taken and normalized 
to fcrm the quantity 

P -P 
-L-.--E = !g (r-2 - 1) . 

F 
1 

(9) 

The fLfth harmonic has been chosen as the highest 
harmonic which is cut off in an adequate drift 
t.Jbe (1 cm) for the beam. 

Experimental Tests 

A test injector has been built embodying all 
the design ccncepts cf the SLAC injector. The 
Prebuncher and buncher electrical parameters are 
the same as will be used on the two-mile acceler- 
ator, but the mechanical design differs somewhat. 
The test injector has only t:he first 53 cm of the 
accelerator structure which will b'e used on the 
final injector. At this point the bunch is es- 
sentially formed,but keeping the energy low (6MeV) 
reduces s'nielding and radioactivity Problems and 
permits easier measurement of bunching than if the 
full IO-foot accelerator section been used. 

The jeam analysis equipment in the test in- 
zector includes: 

1. Iwo vertical slits, 2 meters apart, with 
suitable adlustments for measuring the beam cptic; 
in the x, px plane; 

2. A momentiun spectrometer with a 1% resolu- 
tion; 

3. TorcLdal transformers for measuring the 
injector beam current at several points; and 

4. A traveling wave rf beam sweeper6 for 
-measuring bunching. 
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Power fcr the rf beam sweeper is coupled from 
the output of the 24-MW klystron driving the test 
injector. With 2-m input to the sweeper, the 
beam spot gets a maximum deflection of about 30 cm 
after the 1.5 meter drift. Under these conditions 
the phase resolution is about 0.5 degrees. Tuning 
of the test injector for best bunching and semi- 
quantitative bunch measurements can be done by 
viewing the swept beam as it strikes a fluores- 
cent screen at the end of the drift space. Pre- 
cise measurements are made by moving the beam 
past a slit by driving a calibrated phase shifter 
in the input waveguide to the rf sweeper. The 
current reaching a Faraday cup behind the slit is 
recorded as a function of the phase shifter posi- 
tion. Figure 3 presen;s charge distributions in 
the bunch taken in this manner. Curve A cf Fig. 
3 is a t)Tical case wi;h the injector running at 
ncominal currec;. 3u-ue B is the tightest bunching 
observed so far. The gun c.Jrrent in this case was 
7 mA peak, the current frcm ;he injector, 5 mA. In 
a different test, a slit which would accept a 5.1- 
degree phase interval was placed at the end of the 
drift spsce.. With 117 + 5 mA from the injector, 
the current through the slit was 11'3 + 5 mA. 

'The optics measurements were made using two 
slits separated by 2 meters along the beam axis. 
For each position x1 on the first slit, the current 
density a', the second slit was measured as a func- 
tion of their positicn x2. Since the transverse 
momentum is given by 

x - x 
P x 

z-p, 
L 

this experiment measures the current density at 
the first slit as a f-action of x1 and px. In the 
y direction both slits extended farther than the 

beam. Figure 4 is an example of this data present- 
ed as a contour map. The contours are lines of 
equal current density labeled as percentages of the 
total current in the beam. The area inside the 
?C$ contcur is 9.8 x 10v4 cm-rad. The momentum of 
the beam was 11.7 mc, so the area is 1.15 mc-cm in 
the x-px plane. 

Figure 5 illustrates the momentum spectrlum of 
the test inzector beam. 

The electronics for the bunch monitor using 
the Ist and 5th harmonic cavities are no: yet CCXI- 

pleted. However tests using a differential ampli- 
fier indicate that The device will be useable for 
optimizing bunching. Normalization is necessary 
since the best bunching corresponds to the minimum 
difference signal, but the signal can also be re- 
duced by mistuning the injectcr so as to reduce 
the captured curren:, thereby reducing the ousput 
of both cavities. 
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Fig. 1. Eai.Ln Injector Schematic. 
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Fig. 2. Buncher Phase Space. 
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Ffg. h. Test Injector Beam Optics. 
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Fig. 3. Charge Distrlitution b-Bunch. 

Fi.g. 5. Test Injector Manemtm Spectrum. 


